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         The pandemic has compounded a household debt crisis in Cambodia, which 
has the world’s largest microloan debt per borrower, driving land loss, child labour 
and unsafe migration, especially to neighbouring economic powerhouse Thailand.

More than a third of Cambodian households are in debt, with the average amount 
almost doubling to $4,400 when compared to 2017, according to a government survey 
released this Feb, 2021. The average annual salary in Cambodia is $1,490. 
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 Cambodian PM said on 1st June 2020 that 256 garment, footwear and 
travel goods factories in Cambodia had suspended their operations due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, affecting more than 130,000 workers. Besides, about 169 
companies in the tourism sector had also been closed temporarily, leaving roughly 
16,891 people unemployed, he added.

 As the pandemic Covid 19 depresses Cambodia’s export-oriented sectors 
and small and medium enterprises (SMEs), the Cambodian economy is faltering.
 
 With the US and European economies being shaken by COVID-19, the 
demand for Cambodian exports has shrunk, affecting 91 garment factory suspensions, 
around 61,500 workers affected.

Source: Asian Development Bank
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 At the first step the royal government has effectively kept the COVID-19 
pandemic under control, and published formal hold country to people by any media to 
keep hygiene practice, hand washing, wear masks, and social distance.

 The Royal Government has released five rounds of measures, aiming 
at stabilizing productions and businesses that supply both domestic and overseas 
markets, and especially sustaining the livelihoods of those who have been severely 
affected. The intervention measures include tax relief schemes, exemption of Social 
Security fund contributions, credit relief schemes, liquidity expansion, wage subsidies for 
workers and employees working in the garment and tourism sectors, special financing 
schemes to help rehabilitate and promote small and medium enterprises (SMEs), skills 
training for affected workers and employees, and working capital financing program that 
helps meet the demands of factories, enterprises, and businesses within the country.

 Until 20th February 2021 in Phnom Penh city faced the second wave 
of Covid-19 pandemic infected in the community, which has increased in number of the 
victims from day to day in various locations. As a result, many businesses, companies 
and malls and the countrywide scale of all educational institutes and schools were 
closed. 

 A national action plan from Government took a serious action where all 
the citizens have to compliance:

The Plan defines four strategic approaches to coordinate government efforts with national 
and international partners: 
(1) reduce and delay transmission; 
(2) minimize serious disease and reduce associated deaths; 
(3) ensure ongoing essential health services particularly during epidemic peak periods; and 
(4) minimize social and economic impact through multi sectoral partnerships.  
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 Clean hand regularly
 wear mask
 keep social distant of at least 2 meters
 

And if people don’t follow it they could be fined by money. 

 In the new normal situation has the affected on poor community with their 
living, working day by day, daily income, children’s studying, and health such as:

3 protection: 

 Avoid crowded places 
 Avoid non-ventilated places
 Avoid direct contact

3 Do not: 

 A poor settlement, set up since 1994, which is along the river and narrow area 
in Russey Keo district Phnom Penh city around 286 households, 486 families, and 1,832 
total people. This community mixes to an area one site is Khmer people and one site is 
Vietnamese (that come to live since 1994) and this site lives together. They work as the 
recycle collector, construction worker, and the small vendor at home, while Covid-19 
pandemic they got the affection of their daily income, and livelihood. Some of them who can 
work still work out but they have followed the government’s policy, Small vendors have 
decreased their daily income because people in the community reduce unnecessary buying.

Phsar Touch AB Community
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 During Pandemic seriously, Community leaders also ask any donation from 
the NGO like World Vision to support some foods (rice and sauce fish) and sanitation 
facilities in the community, and Justice for Cambodia, they contributed to the community 
by giving rice and winter coats for the elderly, and community members also sharing 
foods together. 

 After the government keep control of pandemic and citizen could understand 
protection so the local authority has allowed to holding any event, any company/shop are 
reopening, people can go out to find the work step by step and the small seller is better 
for income.
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 A poor settlement, set up since 2007, which is located along the old canal 
around the garment factory where booming high price land in Pong Ro village, Phnom Penh 
city and has 163 households, 149 families and 373 total people. People living in the commu-
nity work as the garment workers, moto-taxi, vendor factory, construction worker, whose 
average income from 10,000 to 20,000 riel per day (equivalent to 2.5 to 5 USD per day). 
From the income, their daily expenditure is focused on the children's study, transportation, 
food, electricity and water supply. Saving apart from the expenditure, they get some loan 
from the banks and other micro-financial institutions with high interest to support their 
livelihood/occupation and housing upgrading. During Covid-19 pandemic, the community 
was challenged with livelihood (Employment deduction), Insecurity land, Narrow space for 
planting or feeding, and small road accessibility in community, Narrow space for planting 
or feeding, and small road accessibility in community.

Pong Ror Senchey Community
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 Meanwhile the community doesn’t have any NGO to access as the other poor 
settlements like sanitation facilities, or food security. To adapting for living: 

 Improving community's cleaning and tidiness for better health conditions.
 Try to be more creative with their small space for planting organic vegetables  
 to increase livelihood support and increase green space
 Also use their front house to set up for a small glossary shop or shift from daily  
 work that is no longer available to do other business.
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 This low income community  settled in 2015 where located with the grave area in the 
derm slaeng village, chbar ampov commune, meanchey district, Phnom penh city, southern of 
Diamond Island. But if you visited the island, you may not know this community. If not Basak 
River separates the two zones apart, people might also recognize this community. People 
have been living on the burial ground for many years, since the post-1979 period. Some of the 
houses were built over the tomb until three or four in there. Some use the tomb as a bed, porch 
for sitting, washing the dishes, cooking and so on.

 which has 113 households, 155 families, and 429 total people. They are construction 
workers, small vendors, Cart vendors. While Covid-19 pandemic they face losing daily jobs 
and low income. To support livelihood each family changes work and other stay at home (in 
order reducing outcome and protection from pandemic). During this situation community also 
has the NGOs supported like World Vision donate with rice, sauce fish, and child hygiene, 
Indochina starfish foundation (ISF) supported the study material for children, Bethel Mission 
Organization supported in learning English and computer, Leap Cambodia program help to 
support the skill (wedding Embellishment, Motorcycle repair, coffee maker, and bakery) and 
5$ for travelling to study. However in a pandemic time, people are also worried and scared of 
it but they cannot lock themselves at home so they have to find work to support their family. 

Smor San community 
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 A group of villagers moved in 1996 for very first time and second time settlement 
in 2003, they came to this land as the land of solidarities, size of land 3375 square meter and 
in year 1982 Chbar Ampov high-school borrow this land for students plant vegetable,after 
that high-school make land title belong to this high-school.  Community has been starting 
saving since 25 December 2005 in saving 37 families and an amount of savings 570,000 Riel. 

Beung Chhuk Meanchey Thmey 2

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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 Now this community has 63 houses and 75 families with a total of 324 population. 
They are the washing clothes, construction workers and the rest is the older stay at home. 
During the pandemic the community faced low income, work reducing and staying at home. 
To survive daily livelihood they still go out to find work to earn income. And this community 
also gets the impact of lock down because their neighbor has related to the Covid victim and 
during that time the local authority donates rice, meat and mask in the short time, and world 
vision also contributes 
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 The community is located between the small canal and big real estate and set up 
since 2004 which has 26 households, 37 families, and 204 total people. They are the small 
vendors in public school, washing cloth, construction worker, and private company, during 
pandemic the face with low income, work reducing, and staying at home. For the vender at 
school they change their selling at home even if it gets low income because school is closed. 
And construction workers have suspended their work for a short time now they are working, 
washing clothes also get low income because everyone reduces expense. Meanwhile the 
pandemic community also gets some food, mask and alcohol from the local authority and 
other NGO in order to protect. In 2019, they have land tenure and rights to own this land 
property from the government.

Beung Chhuk Meanchey Thmey 1
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 A group of low income families settled in 2005 along the pubic road, along the 
pagoda gate, and in Taryoy kandal pagoda where it is in Beung Chhuk Niroth village and 
Taryoy kandal village Chbar Ampov District which has 45 households, 64 families, and 
206 total people and they are the recycle collector, construction worker, tuk tuk driver and 
small vender. During the pandemic they are facing the livelihood because reducing work 
and people reducing unnecessary buying and to adapting this situation they still find other 
jobs or change their job even if they get low income. During this time the community also 
gets donations from the World Vision Organization to provide some rice and meat to children. 
And local authorities make some contributions such as providing some masks and alcohol.

Brochum Vong Beung Chhuk Niroth 
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 As the number of COVID-19 cases and hotspots related to the “February 20 
Community Incident” increase day by day, more than 10,000 Phnom Penh residents have 
been placed in quarantine after being directly or indirectly in contact with the patients. 
According to the City Hall’s statement obtained by Khmer Times yesterday, the aid from the 
government includes an allowance of $5 per day for 15 days (a total of $75) and 20 
kilogrammes of white rice for each household.



The challenges that they are facing during 
covid 19 pandemic and long before.

How they use saving from one community to inject 
and help other communities to make new current in order 

to make these stuck communities breathe again.

With hope, they are expecting more than just defeat Covid 19 
but even more to upgrade their community in the near future.

The challenges that they are facing during 
covid 19 pandemic and long before.
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